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The Africa is a Woman’s Name project would like to thank AECID, Spanish Agency for
International Cooperation & Development, for their support. The focus of Africa is a Woman’s
Name is connected to the importance that Spanish cooperation currently places on the gender issue,
framed by the wish to support women in developing countries, seeking concrete strategies and
policies that strengthen their participation in all areas of public life. 



Why a Documentary on three African Empowered Women?

The power of African women: three women’s lives from different social levels and origins determined
to bring about radical transformations in their day-to-day realities.

Kenyan attorney Njoki Ndung’u was a Member of Parliament in the Pan-African Parliament
between 2003 and 2007; elected Person of the Year in 2006 by the United Nations; 2006 Lawyer of
the Year; promoter of the polemic ‘The Sexual Offences Act’ and the United Nation representative
for gender violence. She returns to her childhood school to teach girls in secondary school personal
defence techniques as part of the ‘Big Sister’ programme. Phuti Ragophala is a primary school
director in the small village of Pula-Madibogo in Limpopo, one of the most underprivileged
provinces of South Africa; a candidate for the 2008 Woman of the Year prize awarded by the South
African Broadcasting Corporation; she leads an educational project that has involved the entire
community in improving their living conditions. Amai Rosie, Zimbabwean housewife-entrepreneur,
has embarked on a personal South African voyage, extraordinarily managing to avoid the extremely
difficult situation the country is experiencing with a commercial venture that reveals her courageous
spirit.

Three extraordinary women in very different settings reflect on their achievements and failures. Are
they somehow a fruit of their own personal ambitions or have they acted selflessly? The reasons for
their commitment, their individual stories, the setting in which their leadership is inscribed, their
own transformations as women being key to interpreting their power… How do they intimately and
personally perceive their own ability to generate change? Because Africa is changing. And it is doing
so at a vertiginous pace, almost without the West and the rest of the world taking notice of it. Africa
continues to be the great forgotten continent. It is changing out of necessity, largely impelled by the
growing conflicts entailed by globalisation. And at the heart of its problems, it is valiantly seeking its
own voice. Initiatives and projects are emerging throughout the continent that show to what degree
this clamour for change is embodied by female voices. Women’s voices are chanting group messages
of hope with uncommon force, illustrating the faith that many have in a gender revolution. In daily
life in Africa, more and more women are being seen in action; women who, since they have
discovered the sizzling reality of their surroundings, have been  heading projects that offer a
transformative response. In most cases they are extremely risky ventures that see them confronting
the status-quo. This is seen in all areas, whether it is public order, families, in the workplace, in public
welfare areas, in education or in artistic creation. Many women are now accessing new heights of
power that have been traditionally reserved for men. What resistances do they have to overcome? And
behind it all is the throbbing question urging an answer from its main protagonists: Is Africa ready
for women to assume power?



The Situation of Women in Sub-Saharan Africa

"Yes, we have to continue to struggle for women to be in high levels of political decision-making. Not to be
there to run politics as they are run today. But if I can use this word, to 'feminise' power. To take the best
of what we are as women and bring that to create the kind and nature of power that we want." 

Graça Machel, Global Summit of Women 2000

Ensuring real progress in Africa undoubtedly means prioritising women’s empowerment and gender
equality. When women are supported and empowered, the whole society benefits; women have
demonstrated that they are key agents of change, an essential element to achieving significant
improvements in every social area. 

Female cooperation

African women are increasingly organising unheard of rural and urban solidarity networks,
transcending kinship relationships stipulated by tradition and instead binding women together by
neighbourhoods or by activities. The adaptation and survival strategies that these groups implement
include a broad spectrum, but one of the keys seems to be avoiding formal administrative and
financial systems. As an example, we can cite the alternative group savings scheme among female
friends and acquaintances (the tontines of Western Africa), which assure the satisfaction of the
economic and financial needs of all participants.
In the rural environment, there have been several responses leading to women joining forces to work
together in cooperatives. On the Popenguine Reserve (Dakar, Senegal), the aim of RFPPN
(Regrouping of Women of Popenguine for the Protection of Nature) is to bring together volunteers
to contribute to conserving and re-establishing biodiversity in their environment. In 1987, the
‘Cultivating Diversity’ project was started up, through which a small number of female farmers
volunteered and devoted their time to reforesting the region, as well as reviving traditional methods
of cereal conservation. Ten years later, in 1997, the project had a total of 1172 volunteers. A fight
against desertification was carried out by a group of women in Gandiolais (northwest Senegal) with
external aid. They implemented a reforestation project using medicinal plants. Similarly, the Whotie
Project (southern Mauritania) supports 160 women who are each responsible for 200 m2 of
farmland; after harvest, the products are marketed and sold through the cooperative. The Green Belt
Movement is well-known in Zimbabwe. It is a movement founded in 1977 by Wangari Maathai and
responsible for the planting of over 30 million trees throughout the country. Its aim is to prevent soil
erosion and, through this, improve the quality of life of the towns that take part in the project. Special
attention is also paid to the participation of women in the programme.
African women have managed to expand their networks of solidarity, meeting in both semi-
clandestine groups and in the heart of official institutions. In this regard, the numbers continue to
grow of Sub-Saharan African female organisations with diverse natures, scopes and skills. To give but
a few examples, there are the Senegalese Yewwu Yewwi groups (from the Wolof phrase meaning:
‘wake up, and then wake up another’) and the Network for Communication and Development of
African Women (FEMMET) ranging to professional associations for protecting women in Benin that
bring together, among others, female lawyers, moving onto the regional group Women in Law and
Development in Africa (WiLDAF), whose members are female pan-African university students or,

on the continental sphere, the Federation of African Media Women (FAMW).
Another facet of the power of associations for reciprocal aid for Black-African women are the
movements for promoting peace that are led by women in different countries such as Mozambique,
Liberia, Ethiopia Rwanda and Sierra Leona, countries that have been devastated by all types of
conflicts. In the case of Mozambique, meriting mention are NGOs such as the Organisation of
Mozambican Women (OMM), a movement that was part of FRELIMO and then broke off to set
up as a non-governmental organisation responsible for, among other things, adult education, family
planning and women and the law. The female institutional structure has started to become stronger
and has opened up new alternatives like the structure of the Forum Mulher, also in Mozambique,
which brings together NGOs, female branches of political parties, state agencies related to women’s
issues and international organisations. In Sierra Leona, the Women’s Movement for Peace (WMP)
had the objective of assuring the participation of women in the country’s peacekeeping negotiations,
as well as planning a conflict resolution strategy that included such diverse areas as education,
rehabilitation, legal advice and research. Similarly, in Eritrea the Association of Eritrean Women
participated intensively in the national liberation struggle, with its members acting both as
combatants and educators. The majority were also women here, participating either as individuals
within the NGOs or in the most radical political parties. To continue, many took on interracial
relations during the South African apartheid regime and other women were working in the heart of
ACCORD (African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of Disputes) mediating between the
Zulu-based nationalist group Inkhata and the African National Congress. The case of Rwanda, where
the 48,8% of the parliament is female, is also a remarkable example. These extraordinary groups of
women should make the whole world think.
And we mustn’t forget that the collaboration of African women in exile has also contributed much
to the promotion of these female groups. To cite just a few, these groups include WUFTROL for the
recovery of Liberia (based in Canada), the SWO (Sudanese Women’s Organisation) with its
headquarters in north London and the broader AWW (African Women and War), also based in the
United Kingdom. The list is truly extensive, but we do not want to omit the group Akina Mama wa
Afrika (Sisterhood of African Women), with its headquarters in London, which offers assistance to
African women both on and outside the continent, as well as publishing the magazine African
Woman. On an international level, the vibrancy, strength and organisational ability of female African
movements has been seen on several occasions. One example of this was the enormous participation
of Sub-Saharan women at the African regional preparatory conferences in Dakar for the Fourth
World Conference on Women, at which some 5000 women attended. In recent international forums,
such as the 2007 World Social Forum, held in Nairobi, female voices could be heard with even
greater strength and clarity. And Niamey 2008, which hosted the 3rd Meeting of Spanish and African
Women for a Better World, brought together representatives from 43 countries, cementing its
position as one of the most important forums for European cooperation with the African continent.

A daily revolution of solidarity and hope, in many cases anonymous, is underway and the effects of
its transformative energy are already being seen in extensive areas of the social order. Faced with the
new questions that are being revealed, its protagonists try to provide genuine, solid and brave
responses.



Social Setting

The population of Sub-Saharan Africa is growing at a pace that is twice as fast as that of Latin
America and Asia. This exceptional demographic growth represents a significant obstacle in obtaining
Millennium Development Goals (MDG) that were established in 2000 for the year 2015 in almost
all countries located south of the Sahara.

After several centuries of deadlock, attributable to the treatment of slaves and colonisation, Sub-
Saharan Africa’s population has registered enormous demographic growth since the beginning of the
20th century. Its population jumped from under 100 million inhabitants in 1900 to an astounding
770 million in 2005. According to the latest UN forecasts, this population could skyrocket to
between 1500 and 2000 million inhabitants by 2050. 

The demographic problem represents one of the crucial issues that must be placed on the table for
development policies. The fecundity of Sub-Saharan women, greater than or equal to 5 children per
woman, is two to three times higher than the rest of the world: 4 out of 5 women live in countries
where access to contraception continues to be limited. Campaigns promoting balanced families, like
those executed successfully in other developing countries (Bangladesh, Jamaica) have not really been
orchestrated in Sub-Saharan Africa.
In Sub-Saharan Africa, women are the heads of 31% of rural homes. The number of homes headed
by women is considerably higher in rural areas of many developing countries, due to men flocking
to cities because of lack of opportunity in the countryside. Women also provide between 60 and 80%
of the toil for food production, whether it is for consumption at home or to be sold, according to
estimates by the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO). However, the benefit
from this huge task has only a minute repercussion on this group. They hold less than 1% of the
property on this planet. 55% of the women in these regions live in absolute privation and 75% are
illiterate. Only 15% of pregnant women receive prenatal care and 14% of newborns weigh less than
average.

In the suburbs outside large population cores, there are burgeoning groups dedicated to subsistence
economies through prostitution. They also merit our full attention: their exposure to infectious
diseases is more flagrant as the majority of these women are teenagers, who are even more vulnerable.

Disadvantaged African women require both economic empowerment and HIV/AIDS education to
significantly reduce their susceptibility to the HIV virus. Their lack of resources and understanding
often lead them to participate in high-risk sexual behaviour.



Documentary’s Purpose

Africa is a Woman’s Name is a documentary that defends gender equality as an essential requirement
to reduce poverty and as a basic value in the development of democracy and the construction of a
brighter future. This project features, is directed by and is created for African women.
The countries of Africa have a series of similarities with regard to the gender situation. In the three
countries selected for our documentary - Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe - we show parallel
stories of women confronting realities that are presided over by men.
Three female cinema directors will describe the gender equality issues situation through the portrayal
of three African women, reflecting their ambitions, their frustrations and the obstacles they face on
a daily basis.

The objective of the overall project of Africa is a Woman’s Name is to strengthen stimuli in order to
help women come together, defend their rights and decide with growing determination to take up
positions in the socio-political arena.
With this spirit, we have brought these distinguished and committed female African filmmakers
together to create a documentary where we will have a role simply as the coordinators of three women
with extensive experience in filming deeply-moving stories about the African continent. And
undoubtedly, their own gender problems and successes will be reflected in each piece.



Three Prestigious Filmmakers:

Three African outlooks on gender

NJOKI NDUNG’U: Kenya
written by 
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written by 
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written by 
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Wanjiru Kinyanjui

Background

Njoki Ndung’u is in her early 40s, a large,  amiable and enthusiastic Kenyan woman whose story is one
of standing up against all odds to pioneer new attitudes towards women in a predominantly patriarchal
society. 
Her openness and sense of direction and confidence are disarming. Njoki is a primarily a lawyer who
has ended up as a political consultant after serving in the last parliament as a nominated Member of
Parliament. She joined Mrs. Charity Ngilu’s political party back in 1996 in order to help her in her bid
for presidency. Ngilu was the first woman to rise up against the male-dominated presidency of Kenya,
an action that enraged the men and which made women the target of prejudicial remarks, even from
women! How can a woman rule a country? Njoki joined the ranks to prove that a woman can. 
Njoki did her post-graduate studies in law, specialising in Human Rights and Civil Liberties (UK). 
She also has a diploma in Women’s Human Rights from Austria.
In 1996, Njoki was in the headlines as the mover of a private members bill which is now ‘The Sexual
Offences Act’. This bill was seen as an affront to men’s rights to own a woman’s body, and, again, Njoki
stood firm and used all means at her disposal to create awareness of the need for the bill. She has also
moved other bills concerning women’s maternal health rights and the rights of refugees.
Njoki serves on several parliamentary committees; she is the Executive Director of the Legal
Communications and Information in Kenya and a motivational Speaker and Mentor of Young Women
Leaders. Her activities include going to girl’s secondary schools to teach them the ‘art’ of fending off
sexual violence (read rape). 
Njoki has been awarded the presidential ‘Elder of the Burning Spear’ (EBS), the UN person of the year
in Kenya 2006, the jurist of the Year Award and others. 

How does Njoki cope with those opposed to women’s rights issues? How does she handle the powers
conferred to her as a CEO, a Parliamentarian and a Young Women’s Leader? Would she prefer to be, as
many from her own upper middle class generation are, a wife and mother? Njoki is single and has no
children. This does not augur well with male leaders who accuse her of treading where she has no right
to be. How can she fight for maternal (& paternal) rights if she has no children? This portrait will reveal
Njoki’s extraordinary vision as a woman whose determination to serve the poor and disadvantaged
knows no boundaries. She is an African woman with a non-stereotypical life.
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Synopsis

Sunrise in Nairobi.

Njoki Ndung’u, driving her car, waits outside the gate of a  bungalow in Kibera. Her office is a walk
away to the biggest slum in Africa, Kibera. She hoots. The gate is opened by a male guard who greets
her. She drives in and parks.

Inside the front office, her secretary and her personal assistant are busy organizing papers or making
phone calls. Njoki enters and greets them, then she enters her office through a small corridor. 

Her secretary comes in to brief her on her appointments or jobs for the day. Njoki gets busy making
phone calls, looking at her calendar, sorting out papers. The personal assistant comes in to tell her that
the girl’s school has called to confirm her workshop at the school that afternoon. When she has settled,

she introduces herself and her company.

We shall interview Njoki intensively in her office. 

Njoki, former nominated MP, did not go back to parliament, but she is busier than ever. As the
Executive Director of CLICK, (Center for Legal Communication and Information in Kenya, she works
as a consultant for political parties, for FIDA (Federation of Women Lawyers in Kenya), and others.
She is an expert at the UN for Sexual Violence, and is frequently on the road/air to do her work in Africa
and the Eastern African Region.

WE SHALL GET SOME ARCHIVE FOOTAGE FROM TELEVISION TO HIGHLIGHT
NJOKI’S  CAREER.

Njoki will take us back to her childhood by means of photographs from her childhood through to law
school, telling us the stories behind each one. We shall visit the important places: her childhood house,
her primary school, her secondary school.

Njoki Ndun’gu was born into an upper middle class family. Her mother is half Indian, her father has
Kikuyu, Maasai and even Xhosa blood. Her childhood home lies in the more salubrious suburb of
Ngara, which used to be an exclusively Indian part of the city of Nairobi in the colonial era. Today, it
is part of the sprawling Nairobi city, bustling with people and activity. 
This will cover her personal memories, her family, her ambitions. Why did she become a lawyer? After
her formal  in Loreto Convent School and Kenya High School (both were private schools which were
out of reach for the ordinary Kenyan African girl), her father enrolled her at the University of Nairobi
where he gave her two choices: She was to study either teaching or nursing, ideal occupations for decent
girls, so he said. But once enrolled, she overturned her father’s decision and went on to study law. She
did not want to be limited and knew she could excel in an ‘unfeminine’ field. What kind of family did
she have? Her first job was as a State Counsel in the office of the Attorney General. But she was
interested in specialising in Human Rights and Civil Liberties issues, a course that was not offered in
Kenya. She eventually got a scholarship to study the subject in Leicester, UK, where she graduated in
1993 with a Master’s in Law in Human Rights and Civil Liberties. Straight after that, she got a Diploma
in ‘Women’s Human Rights’ from World University Services Austria.

A visit to Kibera slums, perhaps just driving through. Njoki talks about her visits and work in slums
(she has been where even the police fear to go). She talks about botched up plans to upgrade the slums
and what she thinks can be done…
She talks about language: her father banned any African languages in their house. When she goes to
work or visit in the slums, she is embarrased by her Kiswahili, since the lingua franca in the slums is
Kiswahili. In parliament, she cannot join the ‘Mt. Kenya’ Mafia, as the Kikuyus in parliament are called.
She does not speak Kikuyu! They call her ‘Mzungu.’ She can’t communicate well when she goes to the
slums.
How does having no African language affect her work? Does she regret not knowing the other
languages? 
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The Jurist of the year 2006,
UN Person of the Year 2006,
Presidential Award: The Elder of the Burning Spear. 
Woman of the Year – Eve Magazine – Gender and Human Rights Award.
Njoki was also a Member of Parliament in the Pan-African Parliament from 2003-2007.

THE RETURN OF NJOKI TO HER FORMER SCHOOL, LORETO VALLEY ROAD, is a full
cycle of her life up to 2008. She runs a Big Sister programme where women leaders become mentors
for secondary school girls. She knows that, in Kenya, there is deeply-rooted prejudice against women;
it is a political and cultural problem: during 24 years of a president who was, in Njoki’s words, a divorcee
and a woman-hater, the Kenyans learnt too much from him! Njoki is convinced that the kind of sexual
violence we have today, the disregard of women’s (and girl’s) rights and the contempt men have towards
women leaders are a result of fear: fear that men will lose out to women if they cannot control them.
But Njoki is also convinced that men are really ‘the weaker sex’ here in Kenya. Many are living off
women, many resort to violence against their womenfolk. The dictatorship of a ‘macho’ man has
influenced the thinking in society, and getting rid of this latent dictatorship in men is the battle Njoki
is fighting. Is it a losing battle? Is Moi to blame? 

And the question on every thinking woman’s lips - ‘What went wrong with our men? They are not
strong!’ might perhaps be answered by Njoki who is confronted by these issues everyday of her life.

- Why has she not married? Is it out of choice or for lack of a suitable man?
- Her dream man. Does she have an ideal man whom she would marry?
- What are men in Kenya like to women? Why are they so ‘macho’ and disrespectful of Kenyan 

women?
-     How does not having a husband affect her status and her work?

WE ARE RESEARCHING TV FOOTAGE ON CONTROVERSIES THAT ENSUED AND
NJOKIS REACTION TO THEM. 

Is Njoki Ndung’u a politician? A CEO? A lawyer? A gender activist? A human rights activist? She says
she is a technocrat rather than a populist politician. She likes to get things done rather than talk about
them. In her free time, one of her most important activities is visiting the women future female leaders
at their respective high schools. She teaches them self-defence – how to deal with someone who wants
to rape them. 

We shall then accompany her to her home at sunset. 
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SHE WILL TAKE US TO FIDA (FEDERATION OF WOMEN LAWYERS IN KENYA) and talk
to  the administrator about a case in hand: domestic violence. At FIDA (Federation of Women Lawyers
in Kenya), Njoki went through turbulent times as a founding member: FIDA was active in exposing
violence against women and also acting on behalf of battered women. FIDA was, of course, not a
favourite with the male population, and it was normal for men to rebuke a woman with an accusatory
‘Have you been sent by Fida?’, when they were particularly outspoken on women’s issues. FIDA was
also pushing the issue of domestic violence, a neglected area because men assumed that once they had
a wife, they had to “show” her who was the boss, hence a lot of wives were battered, but even the police
would laugh at them when they went to report, telling them to sort it out at home. An MP even said
that it is impossible to rape a woman, since she was ‘always’ willing…’ 

SHE WILL TAKE US TO NAIROBI WOMEN’S Hospital and talk to the male administrator who
was ‘the male face of the Sexual Offences Bill’ in 2006. Has the ensuing Sexual Offences Act helped to
reduce rape cases, especially those of little girls and boys? Njoki can visit a victim if the victim is willing
to talk about the assault.

Most women of her age-group would be heading for marriage and children by this time, but Njoki
Ndung’u is not inclined to settle down yet. She joined the Institute for Education in Democracy as a
Programme Officer in Civic Education and her job was to develop materials in voter education, training
and sensitisation of women voters in particular. This work put her in the middle of the political activity
of the 1993-1995 which would lead to her specialisation in issues concerning women in the political
arena. As a National Protection Officer with UNHCR in 1995, she worked with refugees, raising
awareness of judicial officers, the staff and residents of refugee camps on new approaches towards
reducing incidences of sexual violence in the refugee camps. 

Can women obtain power? Njoki has tasted power after she joined  the Social Democratic Party,
founded by Ms. Charity Ngilu. Ms Ngilu was vying for Presidency, something that completely baffled
the Kenyan male population: a woman can never rule us, they said. It has never happened since
independence. Njoki actively campaigned for Ngilu. This was a campaign marred by abusive and
degrading remarks and arguments from the paternalistic society in Kenya:  there was a lot of hostility
towards women in general as Ngilu was seen to upset the “God-given” order of leadership. Derogatory
remarks and remarks about women abounded, but Ngilu and her supporters had made history in
Kenya. Njoki saw her activities as a chance to change the lives of women. Ngilu lost, but it was a good
fight.
In 2002, she moved with SDP to join the NARC Coalition. She was promptly nominated as a Member
of Parliament, taking the opportunity to work on the bills which would enhance the status of women
and also protect them from exploitation/sexploitation. As an MP, Njoki says she had the space and the
facilities to work on the Sexual Offences Bill. This was so hotly debated, men said that she was
proposing the castration of all men (not only rapists)… In 2007, she moved a bill for the Amendment
on Maternity and Paternity Rights in the Employment Act 2007 and was cited for her work by IPAS
in recognition of the (Work of Kenyan Women Leaders in the Area of Sexual and Reproductive Rights). 
If a woman seemed to disagree with a man, this was the time she was asked whether she was Njoki
Ndung’u! She was labelled the ‘hater of men’ which seemed supported by the fact that she had no
husband and women were advised not to indulge in her kind of talk. The bill became ‘The Sexual
Offences Act’ and Njoki received several awards for her work on it. Njoki shows us her awards and
medals, explaining why she got them and from whom:



Treatment

Njoki is busy at her office. We shall interview her there, then we shall accompany her to her meetings
and appointments.

We shall visit the important places: her childhood house, her primary school, her secondary school, the
University of Nairobi, Law school, the offices of Fida where we shall arrange a conversation about the
beginnings and challenges of Fida.
At Nairobi Women’s Hospital, we shall arrange a confrontation with a patient or a former patient who
was involved with Njoki Ndung’u.

On the road shots (from Njoki’s car), we shall film the parliament buildings, the law courts. In all of
these places, we shall go in and she will be updated on progress at the institutions. In this way, we shall
get a feel of Nairobi, Njoki’s home city – it’s beauty and it’s people.

The interview will give us the necessary information which does not come out of the various
confrontations with her colleagues and collaborators. 

The film’s language will be English. Archive material will be translated/subtitled where necessary. A few
vox-pops might prove useful in illustrating Njoki Ndung’u’s views on society/women and men’s views. 

We shall begin by filming Njoki in her office. Christmas is coming, and this will be a nice background
for the film. What does Njoki do for Christmas, seeing she is alone? Does she celebrate with her relatives
and family? Or with friends? It would be an appropriate time to talk and think about family.

What are her hobbies? Again, this will provide another angle to the film. Does she like sport, or music?
Where does she goes out? We can also film this to obtain a well-rounded portrait of her. 

This is a lot of material which will be sliced in as part of a day of her life: from sunrise to sunset. This
day is packed and full of insights and activity. As the sun sets, are we curious about her night? She can
tell us about her dreams and aspirations. Is she where she always wanted to be or does she still harbour
further ambitions? Will she get a younger man? Why? Does she want to go back to Parliament? 
Why or why not?

© Wanjiru Kinyanjui 2008
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Wanjiru Kinyanjui

Wanjiru was born in Kenya in 1958. She was a writer,
poet, and radio journalist before becoming a
filmmaker. After receiving a Masters in English and
German Literature, she got a Postgraduate at the
Germany Academy for Film & Television Berlin
(DFFB). Since then, she has written and  directed
numerous fiction and documentary films touching on
all aspects of social life and education for European,
American and Kenyan television.

She has been based in Nairobi since 1995. “African
Cinema depends on the maker and his/her location.”
“Where are the films which embrace the whole
character of Africans? Where are the films which can
make us laugh, which appeal to our emotions and
which show us who we are? African Cinema should
also produce films which not only portray life as it is,
but have characters whose world is accessible to us
today.” Bahati was shot with 'Riverwood' amateurs
and students with a budget of 180,000Ksh. The
director engaged and exchanged with Nairobi’s  River
Road video makers who wanted to experience the
professional side of film making.

“The reality of the strong African woman still needs
more emphasis, especially in today's world—where
she's fighting a battle of liberation from both
traditional and ‘Victorian’ laws which keep her down.
And cinema, because it allows us to travel in a
projected world of the possible, not necessarily the
present reality, is a great opportunity!”

Filmography

2008 Nakara’s Captain (in preparation, Fiction)
2007 Bahati Fiction 40 mins, Video.   

Manga in America (fiction) 57 mins, Video. 
Amakula Kampala International Film Festival

2006 Roots of Change (USA documentary on Wangari Maathai) 
Consultant and directorial assistance

2005 Tigerernte in Afrika, 8 Episodes for SWR
Directorial assistance/consultancy 
The Legacy Feature film Screenplay
Cross to the Gun Feature film Screenplay

2003 Friends Comedy, 1min, Video.
2002/3 Sandore Music video, Suzanne Owiyo 
2002 Corporate Documentary 18 min, Betacam.
2001 Shoot for BBC documentary on Highland Malaria, 

Shoot for NBC Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation 
Say No to Poverty for Association of Micro-finance Institutions, 

Kenya Video documentary
2000 Sweet Sixteen Feature film Screenplay

And this is Progress 10 min, Beta. Part of Trading Images 
Women directors from 5 continents.

1998/99 African Children Documentary, digital Video.
1997 Kenyan-German Women cooperation/ 3Sat feature

Zawadi ya Daudi Co-director 83 min, Beta.
1996/97 Koi na Haki Zake 12.30 mins. ZDF/Children TV

Anruf aus Africa 12.30 min, ZDF/Children TV 
1995 The Battle of the Sacred Tree 80 min, 35 mm.

AWARDS: OCIC (Milan) / Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, Oakland California
Nomination: M-Net African Film Awards
Best music score, Nairobi 

1993 Vitico, eine lebende Legende 15 min, Video. 
1992 Black in the Western World 23 Min, 16 mm. 

Clara hat zwei Länder ZDF /Children TV
1991 African Time 22 Min, 16mm.
1990 Der Vogel mit dem gebrochenen Flügel ZDF/Children TV

AWARD: Black Cinema International Berlin
1988 A Lover and Killer of Colour 9 min, 16mm.

The Reunion documentation
1987        ...wenn ein Fremder dazu kommt...18 min, Video.

Festival: Feminale, Köln.
1987 Deutsche Film und Fernsehakademie Berlin (film)
1980 Technische Universitaet Berlin (English/German)

Wanjiru Kinyanjui
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Bridget Pickering

PHUTI RAGOPHALA, A PRINCIPAL

Project Summary

PHUTI RAGOPHALA has been a teacher at the same school, Pula-Madibogo Primary School, for
almost 21 years. She never planned on being a teacher, as she wanted to be a nurse, but while on the
long waiting list to study nursing, she decided to take a teachers course so as not to waste any time…
She is now fifty years old.  What keeps her going is her desire to break the seemingly endless cycle of
poverty that continues from generation to generation.

She remembers her early childhood growing up with four other siblings and, at a certain age, learning
that her youngest ‘sister’ was in fact adopted. This made a big impression on her as she came to
understand that anyone can make a difference in someone else’s life. Her mother took in an orphan and
made a difference in her life by loving her and raising her and giving her an opportunity for a better
life.

To Phuti, teaching is really about changing lives. Most of her students come from destitute families,
where the children hardly have food to eat, their parents are unemployed and, thus, the cycle of poverty
continues. When she became a principal five years ago, she suddenly realised that teaching was not just
about writing with a piece of chalk and a red pen, it was more than that. She couldn’t pretend that she
did not live in a community that was devastated, one of the poorest in South Africa. As the principal,
everyone was watching her and looking up to her; she lives in a community where principals are highly
respected and the community turns to them for guidance and leadership.

PHUTI was born and raised in a small, rural village where her own schooling took place in a four-
bedroom house. She had no role models; they hardly wore uniforms; and students came from
households scattered throughout the region. She had to walk 60 km every day to get to school. Her
father was an ordinary labourer and her mother a nurse.  However, her father was also an induna, or
chief, and people would regularly come to their home so that he could resolve their problems or
community issues. She says this is one of her most defining memories: no matter how poor or rich these
visitors were, they were all treated with the same respect. Everyone appearing in the Kgotla ‘rural court’
was given the same space and opportunity to present their opinions. She will never forget that and it
has shaped how she perceives people today.

The school is much more than just a school and has been turned into a community haven. This
community centre and school has a farming project where herbs, fruit trees and vegetables are planted
to be eaten or sold. There is a poultry project with over 800 chickens, from which the eggs are sold or
given to the children for additional nutrition.  This project is being run by unemployed parents who
earn some income from this.
The school has also started a pharmacy on the premises, where herbs are used to make cough medicines,
massage oils and pain-relief ointments that can be used for the children, but are also sold.
All the projects she has developed are aimed at working at different intervention levels in the
community. The objective is to provide economic independence and empower everyone, including
families, staff and the children.

PHUTI believes teaching is a calling and says true teachers are those with a ‘long heart’.
Her career at the school started as a teacher; where she worked very hard, got involved in all school
activities and displayed great commitment. When her predecessor retired, it was obvious that she should
be next. She had proved herself… everyone believed she was the right person for the job. Her school
has predominantly female teachers and about five male teachers.  

Her biggest challenge came when the Department of Education insisted that she had to teach all her
subjects in the local indigenous language. She disagreed with them because she felt it put the kids at a
disadvantage in communicating. She also felt that it would limit their future opportunities. There was
an intense struggle for power that she eventually won.   

She likes doing things her own way and this is her challenge, to stay on the right side of authority. She
is completely willing and happy to follow leadership when there is a vision and innovation, but she does
not like or want to be told how to do every last thing. She says her own leadership style at the school is
half democracy and half autocracy, believing that across-the-board democracy does not work and leads
to chaos. However, she ultimately leads by example; she never asks anything of anyone which she herself
does not and would not do.

Her school is a beehive of activity, with children coming in and out of her office, asking for keys for
clubs, classrooms… She tells me they never stop and are always busy –everyone has a task. The students
arrive at the school at 6.30 am, at which time they start cleaning the yard and the classrooms, starting
classes at 7.30 am.

PHUTI believes in innovation, doing things differently and looking for opportunities. She has started
teaching her learners French because she believes the 2010 World Cup will hold opportunities for her
learners to speak French to visitors. She herself is one of the students, the oldest in the class. She also
submitted applications for three of her students to the Oprah Winfrey's Leadership School for Girls to
give them an opportunity of a lifetime.
However PHUTI says that whatever she is doing, she tells her other colleagues and principals at other
schools to do the same. It is about sharing her knowledge and ideas so everyone can benefit. She is often
met with resistance since not everyone thinks like her. They often ask her why they should help other
people’s children.

The school that PHUTI runs is located in a semi-rural part of South Africa where very few
opportunities exist. Education remains one of the most extreme challenges for South Africa, but also for
Africa as a whole. While the continent continues to struggle with simple basic needs; many believe that
if the challenge of education for all was achieved, it would turn the continent around.
While South Africa has the finances and resources unlike many other African countries, the biggest
problem seems to be the lack of leadership.

It’s often difficult for women to think in terms of power and what it means to them, a concept that is
seemingly difficult for them to understand. Although she may not see herself that way, PHUTI is herself
a powerful symbol in the community, due to what she does, how she is seen, highly respected for
holding a position of power… The way in which she plays and negotiates this role in terms of her
leadership style is very interesting. But she is also someone who ‘shuns control from above about what
she does’.  Her work revolves around her paying allegiance and respect to teaching authorities and the
institution. She seems to be someone who is unwilling to bend to rules and has come into conflict with
a number of her colleagues –due to doing things her own way.  However she is also a tough and strident
character which may help her in these battles.  PHUTI is battling against the economic system and
trying to create a space where her students can prosper in the face of challenging conditions. In short,
she is fighting a tough battle against the economic system which she can hardly control.

Ultimately while she may have her own community struggles, PHUTI’s fight is to try to empower her
powerless community, including her students.

PHUTI is undoubtedly a leader, someone who does not wait to be told, but does what she needs to do
in order to change the environment she works in. While she does not think of herself as a person with
power, she does hold power through her position in a powerless community; she also wields power
through the impact she has on her staff, her students and in the entire community as a whole. The
question is: how does she perceive this power?

The style of the film will follow PHUTI in her daily interactions with her school, the other teachers,
the parents and the schoolchildren. The film will also follow an special day in the life of the school and
its principal.



Bridget Pickering

Born in 1966 in Swaziland and living in Johannesburg,
she has always felt a deep attachment to Namibia,
where she has lived and worked during several periods
of her life. Educated at Syracuse University in
television and political science, Bridget started her film
career as a casting associate with Bonnie Timmermann
at Universal Pictures in New York on feature films such
as The Last of the Mohicans and Glengarry Glenn
Ross.
In 1992 she founded On Land Productions with
Richard Pakleppa, an independent video and film
production company based in Namibia. From the very
beginning, the production company was engaged in
projects dealing with political and social criticism. She
has produced and directed over twenty documentaries,
several television dramas and feature films, including
the Academy Award nominated Hotel Rwanda (South
African co-producer). She was instrumental in the
production of the hit TV based series on Romeo and
Juliet, uGugu No Andile set in South Africa’s highly
explosive pre-democracy period of 1993. Bridget has
an impressive track-record of 11 films produced and
directed between 1993 and 1996, ranging from
developmental documentaries (The Road to Safe
Motherhood) to television drama series (Stories of
Tenderness and Power). She confronts women’s roles in
present conflicts in several of her projects, including
the latter and Emma’s Story. She was a co-producer on
the feature film Flame, and a producer of the The
Homecoming, a short film drama which was one of
the Africa Dreaming films.
Bridget directed her first fiction film, entitled Uno’s
World, as part of the series Mama Africa. Uno's World
has been screened at the Rotterdam Film Festival and
on PBS in the U.S.. She directed one of the Step to the
Future Films, Dreams of a Good Life, which has been
screened in festivals and television stations across the
world, including the Oberhausen Short Film festival in
Germany and on YLE-TV,Finland and Arte-France.
She was invited to show a selection of her work at the
Oldenburg International Film Festival in Germany,
and was also taking part in the Cannes 2008 meeting
of African women representing the African cinema. 

Filmography

Directed / Produced
• The Road to Safe Motherhood (1993)
• Shield them from the Wind (1994)
• Gibeon Patchwork (1994)
• Uno’s World (2004) portraits about how a rebellious teenage girl gets into more trouble 

than she is emotionally prepared to handle. This character study has a true-to-life feel in its
depiction of the resourceful but irresponsible Uno (Sophie David) and her social milieu.

• Stories of Tenderness and Power (series; 1995-96)
• The Brandberg (1996)
• Emma's Story (1997)
• Dreams of a Good Life (2005) A film of laughter, fear, and the solace of sharing. Five 

women talk about life, love and how their dreams for the future have changed since finding
out they are HIV positive. The women now examine their relationships with men more 
openly than ever before. A film with and about HIV+ women.

Produced
• Glengarry Glenn Ross (1992) Assistant
• Tears of Blood (1993)
• Those Glowing Eyes (1995)
• The World Upside Down (1996)
• The Red Dress (1996)
• Sophie’s Homecoming (1996)
• Flame (1996) Co-producer. Two Zimbabwean women (Marian Kunonga, Ulla Mahaka) 

meet unexpectedly and recall their roles 20 years earlier as freedom fighters.
• Landscapes of Memory – Namibia (1999)
• Hotel Rwanda (2004) Co-Producer. Hotel Rwanda tackles one of the most horrifically 

ugly events in recent history, when the Hutu extremists of Rwanda initiated a terrifying 
campaign of genocide, massacring hundreds of thousands of minority Tutsis (who had been 
given power by the departed Belgian colonists), while the rest of the world looked on and 
did nothing. 

• Gees (2008)  Director: Teddy Mattera.
• Lucky Lady (2008) Director: Niki Newman

Television
Ithuteng (Never Stop Learning) (2007) (TV Special) Unit Manager
Mama Jackey mentors students to avoid discrimination, poverty, drugs, disease and violence.
Askies (2008) Producer
Askies follows a diverse group of quirky adults, who have to learn an indigenous South African
language to improve their social status.

Bridget Pickering
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Background

AMAI ROSIE is a large comfortable Zimbabwean woman in her 50’s. Her story is not one of
resistance, but proceeds from her clear analysis of strengths, her ability to set appropriate goals, and
imaginative tactical planning. Her sharp sense of humour, easy laugh and generous  communication
skills belie an intense focus on the task in hand. Mai Rosie would make a good CEO. But she is a
housemaid and cross border trader, a domestic worker with a difference. At an age when many
African women may be supposed to have retired into the complaining and advisory roles of
grandmother and mother-in-law, finally able to exact revenge for their burdensome lives on the
younger females of the family, Mai Rosie, along with other women like her, has just found a new job.
Is it the current political and economic state of Zimbabwe that forces her to act? I would argue
otherwise: Mai Rosie has come to understand that power can be taken and used to give agency, rather
than received as a reward for good service towards the end of life. Mai Rosie is using that power to
change her life and the lives of others. 

Politically Mai Rosie believes in pluralism and pragmatism. The presence of colonisers and their
legacy is something that seems, for her, to have presented potentials she could embrace and learn
from, combining them with her traditional African background to advantage. Is her lowly position
in society the result of colonialism, a traditional approach to women in a male chauvinist society or
a class issue? Is she happy with her position or would she prefer to be a CEO? What kind of power
does she in fact have? If she lived long enough, would she grow to abuse it? Mai Rosie’s portrait raises
these questions and provides answers that throw new light on the outsider view of African 
women.  

© Ingrid Sinclair 2008

Synopsis

Mai Rosie sits outside on the verandah of a small suburban house in Harare. She is visiting her family
for Christmas. In and out of the story we see her grown up daughter ROSIE, new baby grandson
TREVOR and her own treasured 10 year old son TINO. Her older son TAFI has also arrived as well
as her husband EDDIE. Some days friends will be around. On others, Mai Rosie will be out in the
streets, doing deals, buying treats. 

Mai Rosie has just arrived by bus from South Africa. She’s brought with her food and money that she
exchanges for millions of Zimbabwe dollars which in turn are exchanged for the Christmas chicken
or mealie meal.  
Mai Rosie’s real name was Spelile. Her father died when she was young and she got her strength from
her mother, despite the bad leg which made her walk with a crutch. Women worked hard in the fields
just as they do now. Mother’s crops were the best in the village. She taught Spelile  to make good use
of whatever skills she had, planting, saving seed, gathering wood. But Spelile loved school. It took
her to another village and opened a new world. Reading and writing were the means to move on. It
saddens her still that by 10 or 11 her life was harsh and tough with no more money for school fees.
So at 16, she married Eddie. In return for the lobola your husband pays to your parents, you go to
work for him and his family. We hear how they met and what she thought about him. She married
him to get away, imagining she couldn’t have a worse life than she was already having at home. 

But Eddie’s family treated her like a slave. She reflects on how the tradition of paying for your wife

reduces the power of women. Mai Rosie remembers her expectations and experiences of marriage, of
sex and of her feelings about the way Eddie’s family treated her. A woman like her was at the bottom
of the family hierarchy, expected work hard in the fields, carry heavy loads, clean the house and yard
and kneel when serving food or drink to a man. 

In other ways however, Eddie was a good choice. During the War of Independence, instead of
fighting, he stayed in town at his gardening job with white people. Many village men joined the
Freedom Fighters. They had seen violent things and became violent people. Like Mugabe now. Did
Eddie’s pacifism enable her to have power that other women were denied?

Eddie is a tall, thin handsome man, shy and nervous. Respectful. He worked in Salisbury. Mai Rosie
talks of how she longed to get to the schools, street lights, cars, hospitals, large houses with shady
trees, supermarkets in shopping malls.  But in those days white Rhodesians didn’t allow wives and
children to stay in their areas of town. 

Mai Rosie got pregnant. She talks about her experience of child birth and what she felt about her
new baby daughter Rosie. She lost her own name and proudly became Mai Rosie – Mother of Rosie.
At Independence, mother and baby moved to town. Salisbury became Harare, African women could
vote for the first time. It was everything Mai Rosie had dreamt of. She wanted her daughter to have
what she didn’t and saved part of Eddie’s wages for school fees and uniform. Rosie went to a good
school nearby. Inspired, she made Eddie ask his employers for a job washing their clothes. This
gradually expanded to cooking, looking after children and cleaning. 

Her second child, Tafi, was born in the beautiful hospital down the road. Afterwards a doctor told
her about child spacing and contraception. Traditional couples had plenty of children so there were
some to look after them in old age. And also perhaps because husbands wanted to show off their
virility. But Mai Rosie saw that two children with well paid jobs in town would be more use than lots
of children growing food in the fields. She and Eddie decided to stop at two, so they could look after
them well and give them a good education so they could get jobs. It also freed Mai Rosie up to earn
money instead of looking after children. She saw no problem in taking the contraceptive pill, despite
her Roman Catholic background. 

What power does Mai Rosie’s God have? On Sundays, she sings and dances lustily at church, not
really caring which church it is. She believes God is in all churches, and that power comes both from
Him and from the ancestral spirits. She would perhaps be more reluctant to disobey the ancestors
than God, maybe because they can be more vengeful. 

Though she retains a strong belief in tradition, Mai Rosie learnt a lot about power from her white
employers. She found them kinder than black employers. She perceived that the women were strong,
used their skills and were not afraid of men. That the men also worked hard and did not beat or shout
at their wives. No white woman brought food to a man on her knees. She also saw they had a similar
belief in the value of education. She persuaded her employer to send her on a sewing course and buy
her a sewing machine. At night and at weekends she sewed to make extra money.

Ingrid Sinclair



She believes in the power of sisterhood. Together with other women domestic workers of the
neighbourhood, she started a burial society. AIDS meant that death was common and all came from
poor backgrounds. The women put in a monthly amount and built up a sum that rotated to cover
expensive funerals back in their villages…..and weddings, birthdays, lounge suites or cooking pots.

For Mai Rosie, honestly earnt money is important. Money leads to control. When Rosie left school
and couldn’t get a job, Mai Rosie, determined to make her plan succeed, paid for a newspaper advert
to publicise her daughter’s credentials. Within weeks, Rosie was getting up in the morning for a job
as a receptionist.

Mai Rosie loves information. She listens to news on the radio and TV. For her, the important things
in life are justice, honesty, friendship, hard work. At first she was loyal to Robert Mugabe’s ZANU
who had won the country’s independence. But Party officials had become corrupt, and supported the
war veterans’ invasions of white people’s farms. Mai Rosie decided to join the MDC. She liked what
they said about democracy and pluralism. Perhaps she felt this would give her a chance to have a say
in improving things. She was elected chair of the local women’s branch. She talks about what she
thinks power really is, where it really lies. 

At forty something, Mai Rosie fell pregnant again. This was a mistake - a new contraceptive had not
worked. But the family adored TINO, the new baby boy. His big brother Tafi was working as a driver
for the Ethiopian Embassy. Both he and Rosie contributed money into the family. Eddie was stealing
it to get drunk. We will ask Mai Rosie why at this point she decided to obtain a passport for herself.
Was her political work becoming dangerous? She recounts the large sum of money needed, the days
of queuing and months of waiting. She found out who to pay to stand in the queue for her.
Eventually her passport arrived. 

Mai Rosie’s TV became full of anti-white propaganda. Her white employers left the country. The
large ‘thank you’ sum of money they gave her meant she could buy a plot of land in Harare to build
her own house. Not a house in Eddie’s village, not a house in her parents village, but her own house
in town. But Mugabe’s Zimbabwe grew vicious for blacks as well as whites. In the townships where
people had  voted for MDC, houses people had built were torn down as a punishment. There was
hyperinflation, no cash in the banks,  food had to be bargained for in car parks behind shops with
empty shelves, thousands of black men and women accused of supporting MDC were arrested and
tortured. Life was frightening, uncomfortable and very expensive. As a known MDC supporter, Mai
Rosie felt targeted. At her request, her new employers sent the alcoholic Eddie back to the rural areas
- and Mai Rosie was free. 

Mai Rosie uses words and humour to get what she wants. As well as her passport, she acquired a
licence to trade in South Africa, and then work permit. She now lives in South Africa. And we’ll also
discover how she found a job as a domestic worker for a young white couple. How does she feel after
the May massacres of Zimbabwean immigrants by the South Africans? Her job gives her a safe place
to stay and hard currency which she sends tied in a handkerchief via one of the bus drivers, to support
Tino. 

When Christmas is over, it’s time to leave. She buys hand made goods in Zimbabwe to sell in South
Africa. She’s not looking forward to leaving, but she has already organised a driving job for Tafi in
Johannesburg, and hopes it won’t be long before she finds a way to bring Tino and Eddie. 
Back in the bus station, she hands 2 bulging plastic hold-alls to the conductor to put on top of a bus
marked ‘Johannesburg’. As he ties them on, a quick word ensures that he’ll tie them on ‘extra safe’

for her. She turns to embrace Rosie,  Trevor her baby grandson and, with tears in her eyes and a big
kiss on both cheeks, Tino.   

© Ingrid Sinclair 2008

Treatment

An interview with Mai Rosie sitting outside her house in Harare will draw out her ideas about power,
whether she has it or not, and the situation for women in Zimbabwe. The interview will be used as
the backbone of the programme. Because Mai Rosie’s power is built on her ability to move from one
place to another as well as her networking and management skills, we’ll see that moving and
networking as she uses different forms of transport and arranges the myriad deals that have to be
negotiated to live in Zimbabwe today. 

Everything about Mai Rosie is a mixture of large, loud and colourful, softened by warmth and
humour. This is a woman on a journey and the bus she arrives and leaves on is symbolic of her
decision to move forward, like a pioneer making a new life for herself and her family against
enormous odds, in this case a despotic President who has turned her country into a ruin. Mai Rosie
reflects on the dramas of her life till now: the goals and plans set, the frustrations and conflicts
overcome, her present undreamt-of situation and also her feelings about herself and the world,
matured over the years since she was born. 

The language will be Shona – Mai Rosie speaks reasonable English but is more lively and tells better
jokes in her first language. I can understand some Shona but not enough. A woman interpreter and
translator will therefore be part of the crew. 

© Ingrid Sinclair 2008
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Ingrid Sinclair

Born in 1948, Ingrid studied English Literature and
Medicine before training in film. She set up
Zimmedia, an independent film and TV production
company based in Harare and, as of 2004, in Bristol,
England. Ingrid has eighteen years of prize-winning
international experience with sales and commissions
from Channel 4, Arte, Canal Plus and PBS (See
SELECT FILMOGRAPHY). All Zimmedia’s
programmes, whether documentary or fiction, have
one thing in common: a powerful story that’s set in a
real world most outsiders are unaware of, but which
becomes instantly comprehensible through the
universal appeal of emotional truth.  

Zimmedia’s work covers music, politics, economics,
sculpture, history, environment, dance and human
rights.  In 1996, incensed by the injustice shown
towards the women who had fought in the liberation
struggle, Ingrid Sinclair wrote and directed FLAME, a
full-length feature about two young village girls who
joined the Zimbabwean guerrilla army in the War of
Independence. Zimbabwean authorities seized the film
and the War Veterans Association demanded it be
banned, but it was selected for Director’s Fortnight at
Cannes and won prizes around the world including the
Nestor Almendros Human Rights Watch Award. 

Eventually the film was shown in Zimbabwe to packed
cinema houses, spawning debates in the Zimbabwean
media which carried on for three years. The film is still
in demand today. 

In 2003, as civil liberty was being destroyed in
Zimbabwe, faced by threats and the imprisonment of
her partner, Ingrid decided to leave Zimbabwe for
England until Zimbabwean politics allowed freedom
of expression.  

Ingrid’s forte as a writer is her constant courage in
handling complex stories, rendering them both
accessible and exciting. Her belief that all people have
a common set of values means that she picks out the
universal angle in all situations. As a director she has
specialised in teasing out the beauty of everyday
situations, as well as the inherent conflict, injustice and
drama.

Filmography

DANCE GOT ME (52’) Bawren Tavaziva used to body pop on the streets of Harare to earn enough money to

eat. Today he runs a dance company that performs in the premier venues of London. This moving documentary

follows his journey. 

GIVE US PEACE: ZIMBABWE (7.50’) A dancer, caught up in brutal police violence against peaceful

marchers, later plays out this theme in a performance with a young girl. Should the powerful treat those in their

care with violence or respect? Bergamo, Silverdocs, Bilbao, Femina Brazil, etc. 

THE PEOPLE’S LAW (26’) Environmentalist Andrew Mushita consulted peasant farmers, traditional healers,

government policy makers, commercial seed & pharmaceutical companies to draft a law protecting the rights

of traditional knowledge about plants & animals. WTO conference & environmental conferences worldwide.

BIOPIRACY: WHO OWNS LIFE? (26’) Rich countries use WTO patent agreements to exploit genetic

materials supplied by peasant farmers in India & traditional healers in Zimbabwe. When they fail to cut their

suppliers in on the deal, they have a fight on their hands. BBC World SEEDS OF CONFLICT. FINALIST:

Wildscreen Festival; World Summit on Sustainable Development, Johannesburg & environmental conferences

worldwide.

RICHES (26’) A single mother escapes the turbulence of South African apartheid for the peace of Zimbabwe,

but finds the turbulence moves with her. PBS, Arte, M-net, SABC, Canal Plus & many international TV

stations. WINNER of the City of Venice Prize, COE Prize, Milan. SCREENED at Venice Biennale.

TIDES OF GOLD (EDUCATION SERIES 6 X 13’) An exciting series for teens looking at the history of

trade in Southern Africa over 1000 years ago. SABC

TIDES OF GOLD (52’) Revelation of sophisticated city-states from the 1st-15th centuries in East and

Southern African. These urban developments followed the growth of the African gold trade, taken by dhows

from the coast to Madagascar and beyond to Arabia, China and India. SABC, WINNER: Southern African

Film Festival, Harare.

FLAME (90’) Two girls go to war, based on the accounts of women who joined the liberation army to fight for

Zimbabwe’s independence.

Festivals: Cannes, Mannheim, Milan, Mill Valley, Rotterdam, New York etc. 

WINNER Harare: OAU Prize: Best Film; Jury: Best Actress, Best Director

WINNER Human Rights Watch, New York: Nestor Almendros Prize

WINNER Special Jury Prize: Tunis 

WINNER Amiens: Prix du Public, Jury: Best Actress. OCIC: Best Film

WINNER M-Net: Best Music; WINNER Annonay: Grand Prix: Best Film

WINNER Milan: Premio del Publico, Jury: Best First Film

WINNER Turin: Jury Award - Best Film, Youth Award -Best Feature Film and more…

STRONG WINDS AND SOFT EARTH LANDINGS (12’) Rhodesian colonial archive re-cut to show the

racist expectations of new immigrants to Africa.

BIRD FROM ANOTHER WORLD (28’) Zimbabwe means ‘house of stones’, and it is a land of sculptors.

The work of Tapfuma Gutsa and Nicholas Mukomberanwa is exquisite, powerful and tender. It deals with life

in a Zimbabwe where spiritual belief was still a unifying force connecting history, politics and daily life around

a central reality – the land. FR3: WINNER: Milan COE

Ingrid Sinclair



Production



Filming plan 

The filming of the documentary will consist of some 30 days for each 30-
minute sequence filmed by each director. In some cases, the director will
make an initial trip to enter into contact with the protagonist prior to
shooting. The intention is to achieve a suitable trajectory, so that we
do not burst abruptly into the lives of the main characters, but rather
to take the time needed to connect with them and establish a relationship
of trust between both parties, which we consider of utmost importance.
We will take part in their daily lives, which will lead us to explore all
essential hidden corners of their environments and all aspects of their
lives.
The documentary will be filmed in Shona and English.
It will be shot on HDV with postproduction on Betacam.

Locations

The film will be shot in Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe. 

Style

The documentary is characterised by its closeness, its energy and
freedom, but each director, starting with a set of common guidelines,
will execute the style that she deems most suitable.
The objective is to become an invisible eye capable of overseeing every
situation and going unnoticed in order to obtain the maximum feeling of
reality and naturalness possible.



Transparent. The Producer.

Transparent Productions s.l. Production Company based in Barcelona and
created by Cristina López-Palao, former creative director at Ogilvy &
Mather and Young & Rubicam. She graduated from FAMU, the prestigious
film school located in Prague. The company’s mission is social themes
from a human perspective, while simultaneously seeking originality in the
focus and the universality of messages in the projects it finances. This
sustains its resolute presence in the arena of international co-
production.

A FOOT IN PARADISE (Doc) 36’(12X3’) 2001 
Spanish DVCam
Produced by Cristina López-Palao 
Film about adventure sports in paradise-like places in Latin America.
Distributed by “Travel and Adventure Channel” for Discovery Networks. 

SHAMANS AND HEALERS (Doc) 36’(12X3’) 2002
Spanish DVCam
Produced by Cristina López-Palao
Documentary about shamanism and therapeutical practices through
ceremonies and the use of medicinal plants. 
Distributed by “Health Channel” for Discovery Networks. 

PURPLE MEMORIES (Fiction) 20’ 2002
English 16mm, DVCam
Script and direction: Cristina López-Palao 
Andrés and Alina meet again in Prague to make a film based on their own
love story. Alina, a free spirit, feels trapped by the situation, while
Andrés wants to pick up their former relationship again.
• Selected in Real to Reel Festival NC, USA

MY BEAUTIFUL DEMON (Feature film) 70’ 2003 
French DigiBeta
Director: Wilfried Prager
After winning an Oscar, a famous actor goes into seclusion in Prague
right at the height of his career. He decides to go back and act again.
Thanks to his friendship with a scriptwriter, an important American
producer decides to trust him and work with him. However, the producer
and actor clash and their confrontation will result in the film never being
shot.

TIME BOMB (Doc) 52’ 2005
Spanish HDV
Directors: Marc Juan and Iria Saa
The ecological and humanitarian consequences of building a petrolifere in
Esmeraldas, a small village of Ecuador.
Sold to Arte, SWR, TV3

MUZUZANGABO (Doc) 63’ 2006
French HDV
Director: Sergi Agustí
Carlos has come up with a new approach to fight against AIDS in Africa:
from patient to patient. His weapon is his own seropositive condition. His
aim, to get across his message and his experience to those who wish to
continue with his work in the future.
Sponsored by AECID. Sold to Canal Odisea and the Turner Channel
• Audience Awards & Special Mention from the Jury - Valladolid 2008
• Best Documentary - Hawaii 2007
• Best Spanish Documentary, International Gay & Lesbian Cinema Festival

Madrid 2007 

Work in Progress:

LOVE TO DEATH (Doc) 52’
Spanish HDV
Co-production: Dis-Productions & Transparent Productions 
Director: Alex Greca
250,000 bulls die in sacrifice each year in rituals staged in plazas, city
lanes and open fields on both sides of the Atlantic. This reality is a duel
of wild contrasts between heroism and lust, idolaters and critics, public
image and concealment. An examination of its religious, political and
social undertones and a reflection about the causes of this voyeuristic
glorification of death.

THE WARS OF TODAY (Doc) 120’ (4x30’)
Spanish HDV
Co-production: Multicanal & Transparent Productions 
Directors: Cristina López-Palao & Roberto Blatt
Unlike traditional wars, modern-era wars do not have formal statements
or peace treaties, and are waged beyond the borders of the first world,
masking legitimacy with diffuse ideological objectives. Striking and
disturbing images by Julio Alonso, wartime correspondent for over 30
years, pictorially document Roberto Blatt’s analysis. Essential for
contemporary interpretation, through the four chapters of the series:
Warmongers, Combatants, Civilians and the Media.

SCOUTS (Doc) 52’ 
Spanish HDV
Co-production: Karma Films & Transparent Productions
Director: Miguel Angel Pérez 
Through the eyes of a young boy, Raúl, we enter the inner world of the
Scouts to discover the true values that extol this organisation, a priori
structured like the military. His inner journey and personal enrichment
through his experiences with the group may surprise outside observers.
A new look at the World Organization of the Scout Movement.
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